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Part A (5 points each)
Match each word on the left with its antonym. (Not all antonyms are used.)

____ 1. futile A. easy

____ 2. immense B. admire

____ 3. scoff C. enough

____ 4. laborious D. kindness

____ 5. comprehend E. important

____ 6. malice F. useless

____ 7. insufficient G. successful

____ 8. trivial H. misunderstand

I. tiny

Part B (5 points each)
Choose the word or phrase that best completes each sentence.

____ 9. A person in a predicament would most likely
A. rest. B. worry. C. read.

____ 10. A person who is known to aggravate is probably
A. important. B. unpopular. C. timid.

____ 11. If a committee reaches a unanimous decision, the committee is probably
A. paid. B. small. C. united.

____ 12. When you endure, you show
A. compassion. B. fear. C. strength.

____ 13. If a man is known as a parasite, it means that he probably is
A. an insect. B. lazy. C. hardworking.

____ 14. A person is most likely to cower because he or she is
A. afraid. B. angry. C. brave.

____ 15. You might say that a man is frugal if he 
A. works hard. B. lives simply. C. acts fearful.

Part C (5 points each)
Choose the letter of the word that best completes the analogy.

____ 16. heat : cool :: endure : ____ 19. happy :: glad :: trivial :

A. collapse C. hold A. effective C. difficult
B. forget D. please B. important D. minor

____ 17. fruit : apple :: parasite : ____ 20. comfort : soothe :: aggravate :

A. orchard C. peach A. destroy C. worsen
B. tree D. flea B. help D. waste

____ 18. hilarious : funny :: immense :

A. big C. tiny
B. small D. enormous


